




they see the importance of the wedding. Asking them to forgo a day of work, which means forgoing 

even more money, while trying to balance their children's schooling and childcare in the process, is a 

step too far. While the day is extraordinary and special, brides and grooms should be very considerate 

of what they expect of others. Expecting them to do more than necessary strikes me as inconsiderate. 

There are reasons a couple would prefer a weekday wedding, and typically it comes down to cost or to 

the availability of venues. Costs are less for weekday weddings because most couples prefer a Saturday 

out of consideration for their guests. Venues are more readily available also, for the same reason. Out 

of love of neighbour, I recommend weekday weddings be avoided. Saturdays work best. 

The Attire at the Wedding 

One of the reasons weddings are so fun is they are among the rare occasions when people get dressed 

up. This is especially true for ladies, who enjoy purchasing and wearing new dresses and shoes, etc. 

Weddings, while appropriately formal, should be appropriately solemn. It is a holy event, designed by 

God, in which a husband and wife are united under the terms of a sacred covenant. 

There is an appropriate way for a bride to be "adorned for her husband" (Revelation 21:2) on her 

wedding day. That adorning should complement her femininity like a crown complements a queen's 

office, but her adornment should not be gaudy or salacious. A bride should be beautiful and modest, 

and she should not be "dressed as a prostitute" (Proverbs 7:10). While our contemporary society seems 

unable to define the deference between modest beauty and wanton lewdness, Christian should know 

better. Traditionally, brides have worn white to symbolize their chasteness and purity. While most 

contemporary brides have kept the white dress, many have abandoned the traditional classiness of the 

wedding dress for the attire of a prostitute. I recommend that brides avoid spaghetti straps or strapless 

dresses, have closed backs, and have covered cleavage. The wedding dress should symbolize purity, and 

it should be classy. The same should be the case with bridesmaids. The bride and groom have the 

divine stewardship of ensuring that they set the standard in attire. They should strive for beauty and 

handsomeness while fleeing suggestiveness and peacockiness. 

I also recommend that in the wedding invitation you explain to guests what you expect them to wear. 

Some men do not understand that weddings are formal events, and you can help them demonstrate 

respect to your families and the ceremony by wearing a tie and nice pair of shoes. Ladies should be 

instructed to dress in a way that is dignified, as opposed to the undignified way that many display 

themselves at nightclubs and raves. Jesus assumed that there is an appropriate attire for a wedding 

(Matthew 22:1-14), and as the couple being married it is wholly acceptable for you to require a dress 

code in the invitation. 

Drunkenness and the Reception 

Because wedding receptions are celebrations, I am not opposed to wine and beer being served, and, in 

fact, I am in favour of it. One of the ways we celebrate is by consuming some of God's choicest 

beverages. What I am opposed to is drunkenness. Drunkenness is a sin and a disgrace, and it is a good 

way to ruin an otherwise beautiful day. Instead of having your MC at the reception advise against 

driving drunk, as they often do, have your MC advise the people to enjoy God's gift of wine and beer 

while staying sober. As the host, you can ask them to honour you and your Lord by not getting drunk. 



I look forward to hopefully working with you to plan your wedding and prepare you for God's ordinance 

of marriage. While I desire for your wedding day to be memorable and enjoyable, my greatest concern 

is that Christ is central to all that we do. As your officiant and your pastor that will be my objective. So, 

please consider all I have written with utmost humility before our Saviour. All that we do and all that we 

have belongs to Him. If people remember your wedding day for anything, may they remember that all 

its beauty and joy showcased the One Who purchased us by His own blood. 




